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Ricardo Alexandre Peixoto de Queirós holds a PhD on Computer Science and is an Assistant Professor of Computer Science at the Polytechnic Institute of Porto. He is also a researcher in the field of e-learning interoperability and programming languages learning at the Center for Research in Advanced Computing Systems (CRACS) research group of INESC TEC Porto. He is one of the development team members that created Enki, a gamified IDE for learning computer programming powered by Mooshak (a system for managing online programming contests often used in the IEEEXtreme competitions). He is also the author of 5 books regarding Android development and has almost 100 scientific publications focused on Computer Science education.

Mario Pinto, PhD in Computer Science at Portucalense University, Master of Electronics, and Computer Engineering at Faculty of Engineering - Porto University, and degree in Computer Science. Professor in Informatics Department, at the Polytechnic Institute of Porto. Coordinator of the Degree in Technology and Information Systems for the Web, Polytechnic Institute of Porto. President of the Scientific-Technical Council of ESEIG and member of the General Council of the Polytechnic Institute of Porto. Author of 11 books by the publisher Atlantic Center, in Informatics. Develops research activity in the areas of knowledge management systems; e-learning systems and mobile learning; e-assessment; several publications (over 30) in proceedings of international conferences, international journals and chapter books in Springer and IGI Global publishers. Member of the Scientific Committee of several international conferences, including: European Conference on Knowledge Management; European Conference on e-learning; Iberian Systems and Information Technologies Conference; World Conference on Information Systems and Technologies; Conferencia Iberica de Sistemas y Tecnologias de Information; Member of the International Society for Professional Innovation Management (ISPIM).

***

Míriam Antón-Rodríguez received the M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in telecommunication engineering from the University of Valladolid, Spain, in 2003 and 2008, respectively. Since 2004, she is an assistant professor in the School of Telecommunication Engineering and a researcher in the Telematics & Imaging Group of the Department of Signal Theory, Communications and Telematics Engineering. Her teaching and research interests includes both applications on the Web and mobile applications mainly in learning, health, and socio-legal fields, bio-inspired algorithms for data mining, and neural networks for artificial vision. She is author or co-author of many publications in journals and of contributions to conferences.
**Caroline Port Antonio** is a graduate student at the Information and Communication Technologies program (PPGTIC) at the Federal University of Santa Catarina (UFSC). She holds a degree in Information Systems (2006) and a specialization in Software Projects Engineering (2011) by the Southern Santa Catarina University (UNISUL). She is currently professor of computer courses at the Lutheran University of Brazil at Torres (ULBRA).

**Juarez Bento da Silva** holds a degree in Business Administration from Pontifical Catholic University of Rio Grande do Sul - PUC-RS (1991), master’s degree in Computer Science from the Federal University of Santa Catarina - UFSC (2002) and a PhD in Engineering and Knowledge Management (EGC) from UFSC (2007). Currently he is an associate professor at UFSC, teaching on the Graduate Program in Information and Communication Technologies (PPGTIC).

**João Bosco da Mota Alves** graduated in Electrical Engineering at the Federal University of Pará - UFPA (1971), holds a master’s degree in Electrical Engineering from Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina - UFSC (1973) and PhD in Electrical Engineering from the Coordination of Postgraduate Courses in Engineering, Federal University of Rio de Janeiro - COPPE / UFRJ (1981). Currently teaches on the Graduate Program in Engineering and Knowledge Management – EGC and Graduate Program in Information and Communication Technologies – PPGTIC at the Federal University of Santa Catarina.

**Jean-Marie Châtelet** (Professor) worked in a Research Centre (Metallurgy) before being certified professor in the Mechanical field. Retired in 2014, he maintains his interest in Quality and Safety as an adviser. He is a trainer with more than 35 years experience in France, Romania, Spain and Germany. He wrote about quality management, delivering a curriculum on safety, CAD-CAM, robotics (in 1982, involved in Computer Aided Teaching he published a formative laser vision disc edited by the Industry Ministry, 1988). He was head of Mechanical Engineering Department of IUT of Lille from 1996 to 2002. Since 1995, he has been involved in leadership of a Master (Health-Safety-Quality-Environment) at the University of Lille 1 and in the Production Department of Polytech’Lille (leading to Chartered Engineer). He further developed a serious game ©JIT-TQ with SNEMA (Safran) in 1998. For many years, he was involved in European projects (Road Map to EU Machinery Directive, 2002; European WBL Approaches, 2006).

**Aline Coelho dos Santos** is a graduate student at the Information and Communication Technologies (PPGTIC). She has degree in Biology (2011) and a specialization in Audit and Environmental Survey (2014) at the Universidade do Extremo Sul Catarinense (UNESC). Currently is head of the education division of the city of Maracajá, acting as educational coordinator.

**Francisco Javier Díaz-Pernas** received the Ph.D. degree in industrial engineering from Valladolid University, Valladolid, Spain, in 1993. From 1988 to 1995, he joined the Department of System Engineering and Automatics, Valladolid University, Spain, where he has worked in artificial vision systems for industry applications as quality control for manufacturing. Since 1996 he has been a professor in the School of Telecommunication Engineering and a Senior Researcher in Telematics & Imaging Group of the Department of Signal Theory, Communications, and Telematics Engineering. His main research interests are applications on the Web, intelligent transportation system, and neural networks for artificial vision. He is author or co-author of many publications in journals and of contributions to conferences.
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**Mehmet Fatih Erkoç**, M.Sc., is a research assistant at the Department of Computer Education and Instructional Technology. He earned his bachelor’s and master’s degree from Computer Education & Instructional Technology at Marmara University. He is currently a PhD. candidate at the Department of Informatics, Istanbul University. He is interested in artificial intelligence and using expert systems in educational environment, programming education for kids, spatial ability, cloud computing, and teaching programming languages.

**Javier Fresno** received his Ph.D. degree in Computer Science from the University of Valladolid, Spain, in 2015. He is part of the Trasgo research group where he is involved in development of a generic framework for parallel computing. His research interests include high-performance and parallel computing, particularly programming models.

**Marisa Gil** is an Associate Professor at the Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC). She received her Ph.D. in 1994. Marisa Gil’s research is primarily concerned with the design and implementation of system software for parallel computing, to improve resource management. Her work focus mainly in the area of OS, middleware and runtime multcore architectures support, as well as educational tools and experiences to improve parallelism learning. She is member of HiPEAC Network of Excellence.

**Arturo Gonzalez-Escribano** received his M.Sc. and PhD degrees in Computer Science from Universidad de Valladolid (Spain) in 2003. He is Associate Professor of the department of Computer Science at Universidad de Valladolid. His research interests include high performance and parallel computing, parallel programming languages, and embedded systems.

**David González-Ortega** received his M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in telecommunication engineering from the University of Valladolid, Spain, in 2002 and 2009, respectively. Since 2003 he has been a researcher in the Telematics & Imaging Group of the Department of Signal Theory, Communications and Telematics Engineering. Since 2005, he has been an assistant professor in the Higher School of Telecommunication Engineering, University of Valladolid. His research interests include computer vision, image analysis, pattern recognition, neural networks and real-time applications. He is author or co-author of many publications in journals and of contributions to conferences.

**Kijpokin Kasemsap** received his BEng degree in Mechanical Engineering from King Mongkut’s University of Technology, Thonburi, his MBA degree from Ramkhamhaeng University, and his DBA degree in Human Resource Management from Suan Sunandha Rajabhat University. He is a Special Lecturer in the Faculty of Management Sciences, Suan Sunandha Rajabhat University, based in Bangkok, Thailand. He is a Member of the International Association of Engineers (IAENG), the International Association of Engineers and Scientists (IAEST), the International Economics Development and Research Center (IEDRC), the International Association of Computer Science and Information Technology (IACSIT), the International Foundation for Research and Development (IFRD), and the International Innovative Scientific and Research Organization (IISRO). He also serves on the International Advisory Committee (IAC) for International Association of Academicians and Researchers (INAAR). He has had numerous original research articles in top international journals, conference proceedings, and books on the topics of business management, human resource management, and knowledge management, published internationally.
Serhat Bahadir Kert, PhD., is an Associate Professor at the Department of Computer Education and Instructional Technologies. He completed his PhD at Anadolu University. His research interests include technology education, educational electronic games and mobile learning.

Diego R. Llanos received his PhD degree in Computer Science from the University of Valladolid (Spain) in 2000. Dr. Llanos is Associate Professor of Computer Architecture at the Universidad de Valladolid, and his research interests include parallel and distributed computing, automatic parallelization of sequential code, and embedded computing.

Nancy L. Martin is an Associate Professor of Information Systems Technologies in the College of Applied Sciences and Arts at Southern Illinois University. She received her Ph.D. in Business Administration from Southern Illinois University Carbondale in 2006. Dr. Martin’s research focuses on programming and other information technology pedagogies and on health information privacy and security.

Mario Martinez-Zarzuela received the M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in telecommunication engineering from the University of Valladolid, Spain, in 2004 and 2009, respectively. Since 2005 he has been an assistant professor in the School of Telecommunication Engineering and a researcher in the Telematics & Imaging Group of the Department of Signal Theory, Communications and Telematics Engineering. His research interests include Serious Games for Rehabilitation, Virtual and Augmented Reality, Parallel Computing on GPUs, Artificial Neural Networks and Bio-inspired architectures for Computer Vision and Image Processing.

Walter Nuninger (Senior Lecturer) is a Chartered Engineer (1993) with a PhD in Automatic Control awarded in 1997. He further worked as a research engineer at ALSTOM where he developed his skill on friction and traction for trains. Since 1999, he has been an Associate Professor at the University of Lille. He works in the Engineering School of Polytech’Lille where he directed the Production Department dedicated to Life Long Learning with Work Integrated Learning (from 2008 until 2011). Then, he has been commissioned for the management and financial control at the CUEEP until 2014, in charge of Continuing Education. He teaches automatic control, computer science, data mining and mathematics... and is involved in learner-centred pedagogy with hybrid courses, using digital support and active pedagogy. He is a tutor/mentor of learners Formative Work Situation in the industry, guiding their reflexive attitude. Through the years he has had several experiences in management, leadership and financial control in a quality framework. He is interested in organization, inter-culturalism and excellence. Since 2014, he is a member of the Harassment Prevention Unit, offering advice and guidance to university students and staff.

Alejandro Ortega-Arranz received his BSc and MSc in telecommunications engineering from the Universidad de Valladolid, Spain, in 2014 and 2015 respectively. He is currently a PhD candidate at the Universidad de Valladolid. His main research interests include e-learning, game-based learning and gamification methods and technologies.
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**Hector Ortega-Arranz** received his Ph.D. in Computer Science from the Universidad de Valladolid, Spain, in 2015. He has been mentioned as honorary fellow by this university, where he is carrying on his research activities inside the Trasgo research group. His main interests include algorithms, shortest-path problem approaches, parallel and distributed computing, and GPGPU computing.

**Beatriz Otero** received her Ph.D. degree in Computer Architecture from Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC) in 2007. She also obtained her Ph.D degree in Computer Science from Universidad Central de Venezuela (UCV) in 2006. She has been working at UPC at the Department of Computer Architecture (DAC) since 2000 and currently, she is an Associate Professor and Researcher in this Department. Her research interest includes the design and implementation of system software for distributed computing. She is also interested in aspects related with the autonomous learning.

**María Ángeles Pérez** was awarded her Master degree in Telecommunications Engineering in 1996 and her Ph.D. in 1999 from the University of Valladolid in Spain. She has been working as a lecturer at that University since October 1996. She has experience in coordinating projects related to telematics applications for the Information Society, mainly concerning the application of ICT (Information and Communication Technologies) to the learning process (e-learning). She has also experience in the evaluation of pre-proposals, proposals and final reports of projects co-funded by the European Commission. She is author or co-author of various publications in journals and of contributions to conferences.

**José Pedro Schardosim Simão** is a Graduate student in the Information and Communication Technologies program at the Federal University of Santa Catarina, he is a research assistant at the Remote Experimentation Laboratory.

**Alberto Simões** is PhD on Natural Language Processing by the University of Minho, Portugal. He is lecturer both at Universidade do Minho and Instituto Politécnico do Cávado e do Ave. In this last institution, he is responsible for different courses on the Digital Games Development Graduation.

**Andrey Soares** is an Assistant Professor in the School of Information Systems and Applied Technologies at Southern Illinois University. He received his Ph.D. in Information Sciences and Technology from the Pennsylvania State University in 2009. Dr. Soares is an interdisciplinary researcher with a passion for applying information systems and technologies to help solving problems in his and other disciplines. His research interests include Clinical Decision Support Systems (CDSS), Health Informatics, Information Systems (IS) and Information Technology (IT) Education, Knowledge Representation, Predictive Analytics, and Information Systems Analysis-Design-Implementation.

**Jakub Swacha** obtained PhD in computer science from the Wrocław University of Technology in 2004 and habilitation in management sciences from the University of Warsaw in 2011. Currently, he is the head of Software Engineering Section of the Institute of Information Technology in Management at the University of Szczecin, Poland. His current research areas include: gamification, software development management, computer science education, and data compression. He is particularly interested in applying gamification to programming education.
Adilson Vahldick has a Master degree in Applied Computing from UNIVALI (2008) and a degree in Information Systems from ASSELVI (2002). He is currently Ph.D. student in Information Science and Technology at Coimbra University having the research area of serious games focusing in introductory computer programming. He teaches in the Department of Software Engineering at the State University of Santa Catarina (UDESC) in the city of Ibirama/Brazil.